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Foreword 

 

Our universe Milky Way Galaxy produced the Solar System, the Solar System produced the Earth. 

In my viewpoint, The nature is composed by the majority of Cold Quantum and the minority of Hot 

Quantum, the combination of Cold Quantum and the Hot Quantum forms the material, the aggregation 

of the material forms celestial bodies, Cold Quantum pushes the movement of celestial bodies, 

please watch my web: www.coldpressure.com.cn, my web can explain this for you. Today, I’d like 

to say some thing about how the Milky Way Galaxy is producing fixed star unceasingly, how fixed 

star is producing the planet such as the Earth, and how the fixed star and planets are disappearing 

unceasingly.  
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The Milky Way Galaxy is a big whirlpool galaxy composed by many fixed stars, the Milky Way 

Galaxy is composed by many ancient fixed stars, originally these stars were just like iridescent 

cloud as we see nowadays clouds stacking layer upon layer in the sky, and under the encircle 

pressure of Cold Quantum, finally they have been pressed into many fixed stars. The Cold Quantum 

of outer space flows into the Milky Way Galaxy, encircles and pushes the movement of the Milky 

Way Galaxy. The Hot Quantum released by the fixed stars of the Milky Way Galaxy bars the fixed 

stars to be pressed into together by Cold Quantum, so fixed star can keep a distance from the pushes 

of the Hot Quantum. The most of the calorescence energy released by the fixed stars of the Milky 

Way Galaxy forms many electrons under unceasingly encircle of the Cold Quantum, Cold Quantum 

can cut calorescence energy, small swirl-pool formed by surrounding photons is electron. The light 

of electron are turned back by Cold Quantum, we can’t see it, so we can only see electron. 

Therefore, there are many electrons are producing in the Milky Way Galaxy unceasingly. At the 
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same time, the Cold Quantum pressing into the Milky Way Galaxy is pushing electrons into the 

Empty in the middle of the Milky Way Galaxy unceasingly.  

 

Empty’s formation of central Milky Way Galaxy, because the density of fixed star in the central 

Milky Way Galaxy is very large, so heat pressure it produces is also large, Heat thrust produces 

between them pushes the fixed star away from the Milky Way Galaxy, thus a very big Empty is 

produced in this way. And then the Empty begins to exist for a long time. The electrons produce 

unceasingly in the Milky Way Galaxy then are pressed into this big Empty unceasingly. More and 

more electrons produced in the central Milky Way Galaxy, finally they form into electron subgroup, 

unceasing accumulation of electrons enable the pressure increases unceasingly and when pressure 

reaches the critical point, an explosion breaks out in the electron subgroup. The electrons are all 

extruded, the outside Cold Quantum of electron is crushed, they have been crushed into outside of 

electron subgroup, heat inside the electron has been crushed into many big heat and light subgroup, 

photon of the heat and light subgroup have been compressed into neutron subgroup.  These heat 

and light subgroup is fixed star. Fixed star bears from the empty of the Milky Way Galaxy in this 

way. The uninterrupted phenomena formation of the fixed star has lasted for several millenniums or 

tens thousands years even hundreds million years. Heat pressure produces in the middle of The 

Milky Way Galaxy pushes each other, they push these new fixed star away from middle of the 

Milky Way Galaxy, along with the outward movement of old fixed star, due to the extrusion of 

movement, the old fixed star also are forced to move outward, thus, the center of the Milky Way 

Galaxy again become an empty. The fixed star in the middle of the Milky Way Galaxy are pushing 

away by the heat pressure to the outside of the Milky Way Galaxy. In this way, the short distance 

fixed star is pressed into the outside of the Milky Way Galaxy, their space distance is larger, due to 

the distance is larger and density becomes thinner. Cold quantum is pressing into every fixed star 

and push them rotation.  

 

The material formed by the collision between Cold Quantum and the surface of the fixed star is 

called as nuclear fusion. Material is forming in this way in the surface of the fixed star. When more 

material produces in the surface of the fixed star and accumulated in the surface of it, they can turn 

back the heat pressure of the fixed star, at this time, the fixed star is no longer to glow. Then, 

downward pressure formed in the surface of the fixed star and the heat pressure formed by the 

inside thermonuclear reaction of the fixed star reaches the critical point, they will burst into an 

explosion in the surface of the fixed star. Heat Quantum burst out from the fixed star, exploded 



material shivers of the fixed star is crushing into the space around the fixed star. Some of this 

shivers conglutinate together and formed into a fixed star. During cooling time of the fixed star, 

some of the surface material is chemical combined into new material, such as silicon oxide, water 

etc., and some of organic compound is chemical combined into life- form. The planetary system 

produces in the fixed star detonation is called the supernova eruption. When the new fixed star 

moved towards the flank from the middle, many fixed stars have a supernova eruption in this sector, 

the fixed star is reemitting the light and the heat by now, when the fixed star has arrived nearby 

Milky Way Galaxy flank, almost all the fixed stars have its own planet, some planets have the 

suitable temperature, have the water also have the life. Our Sun along with the Earth existing in the 

outer space of The Milky Way Galaxy in this way. The Sun is an old fixed star, the fixed stars in the 

middle of the Milky Way Galaxy are the new fixed stars, and the fixed stars between the new fixed 

star and old star of the Sun are middle-aged fixed stars.   

  

The formation and rotation of the Milky Way Galaxy’s whirlpool is formed under the outside cold 

quantum pressure. This cold quantum pressure is the dark material, that’s the ether what I said 

before. Heat pressure emitted by the inside fixed star of the Milky Way Galaxy pushes the fixed star 

moving away from the middle of the Milky Way Galaxy, it leaves space for the new formed fixed 

star. Heat Quantum pushing fixed star away is the dark energy. There are new fixed star born 

unceasingly in the middle of the Milky Way Galaxy, heat pressure produced by the fixed stars 

pushes the fixed stars in the Milky Way Galaxy moving to the outside. It makes the distance of the 

fixed star increased, that’s the reason why expansion and distance phenomena produces between the 

celestial bodies. When fixed star moves to the outside of the Milky Way Galaxy, that’s time for ages 

after. The fixed star is no longer to have the calorescence energy when it has released all of its 

energy. Then the size of the fixed star will reduce from big to small until fade away from outer 

space of Milky Way Galaxy. In the slow time of above process, the material of the fixed star is 

continuing in the process of disintegration, material is releasing energy unceasingly and produces 

the decay phenomenon, decay phenomenon is the process that heat energy of nucleus smashes some 

of the nucleus shell of cold quantum proton, leads heat carries cold quantum departs from nucleus. 

Material changes from big element to small element through decay phenomenon, material changes 

from mass returns back to energy through decay phenomenon. The material finally vanished 

through the long time decay. Latter it is surrounded by Cold Quantum and is formed electron, also 

is delivered by the Cold Quantum pressure to the center of Milky Way Galaxy, Cold Quantum spurs 

the Milky Way Galaxy turns inward, while heat pushes fixed star to move outward to the Milky 



Way Galaxy. The fixed star unceasingly emits the energy finally leads to vanish of itself, thermal 

energy emits by the fixed star is delivered to the center of the Milky Way Galaxy again by cold 

pressure and form a new fixed star, this is the circulation of galaxy, the circulation exists forever, 

Milky Way Galaxy will exist forever. Milky Way Galaxy is the universe of our system.  
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